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Christians have always believed in the triune God, but they haven't always understood or used
the doctrine of the Trinity consistently.In order to form a coherent view of trinitarian theology, it's
important for Christians to have a working knowledge of the two legitimate models for explaining
this doctrine:Classical – presenting a traditional view of the Trinity, represented by the Baptist
theologian Stephen R. Holmes and the Roman Catholic theologian Paul D. Molnar.Relational –
presenting the promise and potential hazards of a relational doctrine, represented by the
evangelical theologian Thomas H. McCall and the Baptist philosopher Paul S. Fiddes.In this
volume of the Counterpoints series, leading contributors establish their models and approaches
to the doctrine of the Trinity (or, the relationship between the threeness and oneness of the
divine life).Each expert highlights the strengths of his view in order to argue how it best reflects
the orthodox perspective. In order to facilitate a genuine debate and to make sure that the key
issues are revealed, each contributor addresses the same questions regarding their trinitarian
methodology, doctrine, and its implications.
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doctrine of the Trinity stands front and center of the Christian faith and its articulation. Christians
have always believed in the triune God, but they have not always confessed this doctrine
uniformly. Early church controversies highlight this reality, with Hebrew and Greek mind-sets
employing different concepts for understanding God’s triune nature. Distinct Eastern and
Western concerns then sought to add clarity to an ecumenical understanding of the doctrine
through the early disputes. As the story goes, before long the doctrine came to be relatively
settled, receiving little extensive engagement beyond the patristic era, with a few exceptions in
the medieval and scholastic periods … until recently.The idea for this book arose as a result of
recent trends within evangelical theology that underscored that the doctrine of the Trinity is not
understood or appropriated consistently either within evangelicalism or within the wider
Christian tradition. Explorations into the structure of this doctrine, while relatively reserved during
most of the twentieth century, came with increased fervency in the last thirty years. Constructive
effort continues, especially in English-speaking theology, often presenting views in lengthy,
dense monographs not readily accessible to ordinary readers. Yet ordinary believers often
wonder how the doctrine of the Trinity matters to the rest of Christian belief and practice. Before
that matter can be addressed, however, the most significant available models of the Trinity must
be considered.Here is where this book enters the scene. It aims to clean up some of the
discussion by providing clarity on the best ways of understanding the doctrine by four leading
theologians working to articulate the doctrine of the Trinity today.Background to the DebateAfter
a sustained drought of trinitarian engagement, largely assuming the doctrine rather than
producing much reflection on it, and having used it largely for apologetic purposes in recent
history, the doctrine of the Trinity has resurged to the center of Christian confession. This follows
the widely acknowledged twentieth-century trinitarian revival commonly understood as led
largely by Swiss theologian Karl Barth. Barth’s work sets the backdrop and has been the catalyst
for much trinitarian engagement over the past sixty years. Yet the second half of the twentieth
century saw a different kind of trinitarian theology developing, giving way to what we will refer to
broadly as the relational doctrine of the Trinity.While relational models of the Trinity have at times
commonly been referred to by the unfortunate term “the social Trinity,” in this volume we are
choosing the more appropriate terminology implied in the broader concept, “relational Trinity.”



This provides helpful distance between certain relational or “social” models that usually have
been based deeply in anthropological or socio-political concerns. Jürgen Moltmann first
harnessed the concept the “social Trinity” to address fundamental concerns in the world by both
identifying God with and inextricably linking God to the world’s affairs.1 Moltmann’s idea was
developed by liberation theologians like Leonardo Boff and the feminist theologian Catherine
Mowry LaCugna to produce a doctrine of God based on questions arising from human societal
issues.2 It has been further developed by evangelicals like Miroslav Volf3 and, to some degree,
Millard Erickson and John Franke.In a way much less comfortable with the Marxist concerns of
Moltmann and Boff, Wolfhart Pannenberg developed a kind of incipient model of the relational
Trinity based on his futuristic theology and God’s love for the world.4 His model has been
advanced by evangelicals like Stanley Grenz,5 although innovative relational proposals by David
Cunningham and Paul Fiddes have done so more radically.6 Additional relational models were
derived from revisionist readings of patristic sources, including that of John Zizioulas7 and,
following Zizioulas while critical of Western trinitarianism, Colin Gunton.8 Relational models
have also been developed by those building on Barth’s explicit relocation of the doctrine of the
Trinity as central to the systematic enterprise like Hans Urs von Balthasar, Thomas and James
Torrance,9 Robert Jenson, and arguably Elizabeth Johnson.10 Analytic philosophers and
philosophical theologians have also proposed relational models of the Trinity, including those by
Richard Swinburne, Cornelius Plantinga, David Brown, Millard Erickson, Alan Torrance, and
Thomas McCall.11These innovations have led to a steady and increasing reaction and
response from those holding to a classical doctrine of the Trinity — replete with features of divine
simplicity, transcendence, ineffability, rejection of the hard East/West bifurcation, and
nervousness toward any relational ontology. Some of this reaction has been accompanied by
more careful readings of patristic sources, especially by Michel Barnes and Lewis Ayres on
Augustine,12 but also with more thorough readings of Nicaea and the Cappadocians by Khaled
Anatolios and Sarah Coakley,13 bringing about not only a much more coherent reading of early
trinitarian development but also a strong critique of relational trinitarian offerings. Evangelical
scholars Keith E. Johnson and Brad Green have also given robust responses to the haphazard
usage of Augustine by Gunton and others seeking to take Augustine in directions that his
writings do not bear out. But the foremost pushback against the relational turn in theology proper
has been sustained by sharp critiques from Catholic theologians like Paul Molnar and Karen
Kilby.14 Their critique has been accompanied by contributions from other significant figures in
trinitarian theology, including efforts by John Webster, George Hunsinger, Kevin Vanhoozer, Fred
Sanders, and the trenchant work by Stephen R. Holmes.15The reach of development in
trinitarian theology has spanned the spectrum of the Christian tradition, affecting even
contemporary evangelicalism that had been especially known for its trinitarian paucity.
Confusion remains, however. And as each tradition gets better at articulating the doctrine of the
Trinity, and as the current and next generations of believers in all Christian traditions seek to be
more explicitly and robustly trinitarian, the way forward for trinitarian theology must reckon with



what are referred to in this book as the classical and relational views. Each view provides viable
options equally vying for the church’s attention as it seeks to hold forth the essence of the
Christian faith as the hope of the world.With pastoral discussions prompted by students and
practitioners seeking to discern how best to understand the doctrine and appropriate its
relevance in their ministries, the doctrine of the Trinity has garnered much broader attention
recently, evidenced in volumes from various Christian traditions. These include monographs,
reference works, and popular books on the doctrine of the Trinity. In spite of the plethora of
publications seeking to make sense of this doctrine, the models themselves are rarely overtly
highlighted as of particular importance. Yet they represent critical differences between
trinitarians. Two Views on the Doctrine of the Trinity enlists leading scholars, then, whose
positions advocate different angles on the respective views, each view hosting one
representative from within the evangelical tradition, and one representative from the Catholic or
mainline Protestant tradition; each contributer gives a substantial account for his view and why it
represents the best understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity.The debate has not just been an
evangelical one, of course, but has been held among most of the traditions in the West, and
increasingly by those in the East. Indeed, evangelicalism has perhaps been less explicitly
trinitarian than other ecclesial groups, which prompted Fred Sanders’s recent work arguing that
evangelicalism has been “tacitly trinitarian.”The ViewsThe views designated in this book are
broadly conceived and maintained conventionally. There is a sense in which these could have
been given as four distinct views, and a sense in which each of these could have been called
classical (each drawing from ancient sources) or relational (each finding relations in the divine
life). There is also an important sense in which these constructive proposals are in development
— features of the views represented here have not always been held with the same degree of
confidence in which they are presented, nor does each representation (although substantial)
give an exhaustive treatment of its view. Nevertheless, in the present moment of trinitarian
theology, we have assembled four of the most widely regarded thinkers to account for two
broadly rendered views under consideration in this volume.The Classical Doctrine of the
TrinityThe classical view presents what is meant by a traditional doctrine of the Trinity, along with
how and why it differs from the relational view. It develops an understanding of the traditional
doctrine of the Trinity with two different essays, demonstrating critical features inherent to
classical trinitarianism that are not resembled in relational models of the Trinity. These two
essays highlight features essential to classical trinitarian theology. This view is represented by
one evangelical theologian and one Roman Catholic theologian, highlighting similarities among
their models and approaches along with a number of differences, especially regarding sources
for developing this doctrine.Stephen R. Holmes is the evangelical and Baptist theologian who
studied for his PhD at King’s College in London under one of our era’s great relational
trinitarians, the late Colin Gunton. This was a time at King’s when John Zizioulas was visiting
faculty member, Alan Torrance and Murray Rae were on faculty, and the best of imaginative
thinking on the Trinity was in the air. However, embarking on his own career teaching theology



alongside Gunton on the Strand, and later in St. Andrews, Holmes became convinced that much
of what was being celebrated were innovations hardly resembling the tradition. His writings and
work as editor of International Journal of Systematic Theology began to show this ahead of his
“significant contribution to the debate”16 that came with the 2012 volume, The Quest for the
Trinity: The Doctrine of God in Scripture, History and Modernity.Paul D. Molnar is the Roman
Catholic theologian who once trained for the diocesan priesthood before completing the PhD at
Fordham University in the same class as Catherine Mowry LaCugna. As general editor of the
Peter Lang series Issues in Systematic Theology, Molnar maintains a keen eye on the
contemporary theological landscape. His major contribution to trinitarian theology came with his
2002 book, Divine Freedom and the Doctrine of the Immanent Trinity: In Dialogue with Karl Barth
and Contemporary Theology. As a ground-clearing exercise a decade ahead of Holmes’s effort,
this book called for a “shift away from a doctrine of the Trinity organized around an abstract
principle of relationality or the primacy of historical experience towards a doctrine focused on the
sovereignty and perfections of the triune God as the ground of his works.”17 In this way it was
hailed as a major contribution illustrating the abandonment of the immanent Trinity by
contemporary theology.The Relational Doctrine of the TrinityThis view sketches precisely what is
and what is not meant by the term “relational Trinity” and how it may be straightforwardly
rendered and itself deeply connected to the tradition. It accounts for features that have led to the
elevation of relational doctrines, along with their promises and potential hazards (especially with
forms of “the social Trinity”). It highlights sources for this doctrine, drawing from particular voices
in church history (especially the Cappadocians), from the biblical text, and from ad hoc
appropriation of analytic philosophy and critical theory — all the while being aware of various
anthropological, societal, or other personalist findings in the social sciences that have been
appropriated from other relational trinitarians.18 It is represented by one evangelical theologian
and one theologian from a mainline Baptist tradition, displaying a range of innovation and
latitude for what relational models of the Trinity might look like.Both scholars in this category
argue for how a relational model is the best way to understand the doctrine of the Trinity. In one
important sense, these models are different. Yet each employs new conceptual tools to discern
more clearly the relationship between the threeness and oneness of the divine life, or to show
how modernist (classical?) conceptions of the doctrine of the Trinity have limited what this
doctrine could be. Thus they both fit under the broader heading of “relational” models of the
Trinity and chart innovations for understanding the doctrine in the contemporary setting.Thomas
H. McCall is the evangelical theologian representing the relational doctrine of the Trinity. McCall
is a Wesleyan theologian with a PhD from Calvin Theology Seminary and has contributed to the
doctrine of the Trinity by playing an important role as part of the invigorating discussions from
analytic theology, employing conceptual tools from analytic philosophy to better understand the
doctrine’s most problematic features. His 2010 book, Which Trinity? Whose Monotheism?
Philosophical and Systematic Theologians on the Metaphysics of Trinitarian Theology,19
outlined theses for the way forward in trinitarian theology, which includes among other things



conceiving the Trinity as three distinct “centers of consciousness and will” and maintaining that
the three are indeed one. This volume provides space for clarifying some of these ideas.Paul S.
Fiddes comes from a mainline Baptist tradition and represents the radical relational doctrine of
the Trinity. After the DPhil at Oxford, Fiddes undertook postdoctoral work in Tübingen, attending
the seminars of Jürgen Moltmann and Eberhard Jüngel before returning to Oxford. His most
significant contribution has perhaps come with his 2000 publication, Participating in God: A
Pastoral Doctrine of the Trinity, whose innovation has been in developing an understanding of
divine “persons” as nothing other than “relations,” or as movements of divine relationship into
which creatures are drawn. This move asserts that the doctrine of the Trinity cannot be
developed apart from pastoral experience, which in turn demands retooling an understanding of
the Trinity.Other ViewsIt may be claimed that a number of other models on the doctrine of the
Trinity are not represented in this volume. As already stated, the so-called “social Trinity” is
absent, whether in its strong analytic shape or from its European, Latin American Liberationist,
or North American proponents. An explicitly Eastern Orthodox representative is likewise not
here. Of course, developments in trinitarian theology have run across ecclesial and
denominational lines and so having all ecclesial traditions present is simply not necessary. But
the robust appropriation of Thomas Torrance by Paul Molnar adequately ushers Athanasius into
the discussion. And McCall’s view will be seen as akin enough to a kind of social trinitarianism
represented in the tradition of analytic theology/philosophy, with eternal I-Thou relations.Other
positions not addressed in this volume, of course, include the nontrinitarian ones, including
oneness (modalist) views of the Trinity that various trinitarians have been inclined to engage
recently.20 In these ways, the present volume has labored not to represent every imaginable
view on the subject, but rather to gather the best representative voices from the most significant
views being advocated on the Christian doctrine of the Trinity today. With the proposals on
display, then, our goal is to move the conversation forward with the future of trinitarian theology
considering the two views represented here.The ApproachWith this volume readers can look
forward to having the four authors from orthodox Christian traditions establishing features of their
models and approaches to the doctrine of the Trinity in relatively similar ways, which allows each
writer to highlight the strengths of his view against the alternatives and to argue how it best
reflects the orthodox or most appropriate perspective for understanding the Trinity.In order to
facilitate a genuine debate and ensure that the key issues are teased out, each essay addresses
specific matters of concern related to methodology, trinitarian doctrine itself, and implications for
each view.Trinitarian MethodologyThe views address where the doctrine of the Trinity originated
and what sources are best for developing the doctrine: from Scripture, tradition, and culture; and
from patristic, medieval, Reformation/Post-Reformation, and contemporary sources. Authors
disclose whether their view finds an analogy between the triune life and anything in creation, and
whether the triune God can be understood via a relational analogy or an analogy of being or
faith. Consideration is also given to the role of the East/West division among historical and
contemporary trinitarian thinkers, and to the role of the filioque clause in the Nicene Creed,



denoting whether the Spirit proceeds from the Father or from the Father and the Son. Beyond
this contributors reckon to some degree with what kind of ontology is posited for their
views.Trinitarian DoctrineAs it related to the trinitarian models themselves, authors consider
what distinguishes the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit from one another, and how these
distinctions and relations are to be understood in eternity and in the salvation economy. Attention
is given to how God’s tri-unity is constituted and how God can be three and yet one. Beyond this,
each representative is asked to show how his view represents the relationship between
immanent and economic Trinity, and how the divine presence is mediated to the creation.
Questions about the nature of divine persons, relations, and the movements within God’s own
life are addressed, as well as matters of eternal generation, subordination, and hierarchy within
the Trinity. The relationship between divine processions and missions is also addressed, as well
as the matter of divine simplicity and temporality.Trinitarian ImplicationsWith any space that
might remain, contributors address the matter of how his understanding of the doctrine of the
Trinity matters in the articulation of the Christian faith, and how this doctrine might then shape
Christian ethics, interreligious dialogue, civic engagement, and so on.While each contributor
has been given freedom to frame and develop his essay in ways deemed most fitting to
represent his view of the doctrine of Trinity and its implications, special effort is given to
highlighting the specific conceptual features of the represented view of the doctrine itself. Surely
questions will remain for our readers, as these short chapters only represent some key features
of the views at play, sufficiently highlighting differences in the views. Yet this book aims to bring
the models in close-range dialogue between commentators capable of advancing the
conversation regarding classical and relational trinitarianism, providing a helpful resource to
enable the church to sort through some of the critical issues today.Whether these questions
have been adequately addressed we submit to our readers, hoping to spur them on further in
the understanding of a hearty appropriation of the doctrine for their lives and ministries. It is
impossible to address exhaustively the matter of God’s triune life, not to mention being asked to
do so in ten thousand words. And yet we commend each of these models to our readers as
viable approaches from within the Christian tradition, each reflecting distinct conceptions that
represent viable and compelling ways of understanding God the Trinity and in this way inviting
our readers to think along with the four contributors in their ongoing reflection on the eternal
Father, on the only begotten Son Jesus Christ, the Word, and on the Holy Spirit as the gift and
giver of life.On the way to generating the essays in this volume, we held a one-day conference at
the University of St. Andrews on April 30, 2013. This conference was attended by scholars,
pastors, and laypeople from throughout the UK, including leading figures in the theological world
such as Alan Torrance, Iain and Morag Torrance, Joan O’Donovan, Don Wood, Ivor Davidson;
biblical scholars like Scott Hafemann and Grant Macaskill; and very busy scholars outside the
world of divinity in the larger University of St. Andrews community. Together with a host of
postgraduate and undergraduate students in attendance, this earlier conference highlighted
again how vibrant the community of St. Andrews is for theology today, and how significant the



doctrine of the Trinity is for the life of the church and the academic community.For support with
this earlier conference, which allowed the contributors the time to enjoy personal interaction and
friendship over meals as well as the formal, intense dialogue of the conference, we wish to thank
Ivor Davidson, Head of School, St. Mary’s College, Hodel’s Development Corporation, the
Foundation for the Advancement of Evangelical Theology in California, Mike and Amy Shane,
David Garza, Eric Miller, and Andy Fossett. We acknowledge the contribution and keen insights
of Heidi Sexton, Wendy Dixon, and Ursula Heise in the final stages of editing this book. We are
also grateful for the wonderful support given by Jesse Hillman and Verlyn Verbrugge, and the
enthusiastic backing for theology consistently shown by Katya Covrett and Zondervan
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ONECLASSICAL TRINITY: EVANGELICAL PERSPECTIVESTEPHEN R. HOLMESBy Way of
IntroductionIn a recent book on the doctrine of the Trinity,1 I approached the subject from a
historical perspective, and I want to do the same, at least initially, in this essay. I suggest that
there is ground to be cleared before we can begin to work on how a constructive statement of
the doctrine should be developed and articulated. We have inherited a number of historical
claims that so confuse and obscure our thinking about the doctrine of the Trinity that, without
some serious historical work, we will inevitably fail to make sense of it.Perhaps I can
demonstrate this need by illustrating from a different era of history. Anti-trinitarianism in England
was common during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. William Whiston and



Samuel Clarke, among others, developed a biblicist anti-trinitarianism: rereading the Bible,
particularly the New Testament, they found the inherited doctrine of the Trinity to be inadequate
to the texts.2 At the same time, or slightly earlier, Deists such as John Toland or Matthew Tindal
were developing a rationalist anti-trinitarianism, arguing that the doctrine of the Trinity made no
logical sense.3Both of these strands rested on the earlier work of John Biddle, who published a
translation of the Racovian Catechism, the confession of faith of the anti-trinitarian Socinian
Church of the Friars Minor. To analyze this sudden popularity of anti-trinitarianism, we may start
with a revealing, albeit passing, comment from Biddle: “By Person I understand, as Philosophers
do, suppositum intelligens, that is an intellectual substance compleat, and not a mood [sic,
“mode”] or subsistence, which are fantastical & senseless terms, brought in to cozen the
simple.”4 On this basis, he argues, to claim that the Son and the Spirit are persons distinct from
the Father is to insist that they have a different will to the will of the Father, and, Biddle asserts,
“he that hath a will distinct in number from that of God is not God.”5On the Meaning of WordsTo
grasp the importance of this marginal comment, we need to be aware of the standard English
vocabulary of trinitarian doctrine: “subsistence” (a borrowing of a standard Latin term,
subsistentia) and “mode of existence” (a translation of a standard Greek term, hypostasis) are
both normal English words used for the three persons of the Trinity. But Biddle dismisses them.
In his view, they are not even wrong; they are so obviously meaningless that no argument is
needed to demonstrate the point. He bases this dismissal of standard vocabulary on an equally
undefended definition of the word “person.” This definition is borrowed, as he admits, from the
“philosophers” of his day — presumably he means Descartes and those who followed.So,
Biddle redefined the word “person” to mean what philosophers mean by it. On the basis of this
redefinition, the identification of “person” with “mode of being” or “subsistence” can simply be
rejected as meaningless — and this despite the fact that these identifications were standard in
the tradition of English-language theology and directly related to scholastic Latin and patristic
Greek theology as well. He is followed in this sort of redefinition by Whiston, Clarke, Toland, and
Tindal — all of whom, writing after Locke, similarly also assume novel definitions of ontological
terms used in standard trinitarian discourse, including “substance.”6These redefinitions were
natural in that day. Every educated writer knew what “person” meant; good and careful
contemporary definitions were available; without an acute awareness of the shape of
philosophical history, there was no reason to think it meant anything different. With some
historical perspective, however, we can see the nature of the problem here: if the meaning of key
terms in an argument or statement is changed, then it is hardly surprising if the argument or
statement begins to look incoherent or simply ridiculous. Almost the only writer of the day who
saw through such terminological problems was the great Anglican bishop Edward Stillingfleet,
whose 1697 Discourse in Vindication of the Doctrine of the Trinity traced the changes in
meaning of various words with some care and attention.7I mention such obscure early modern
debates because, at our present historical distance from them, we can see clearly the way in
which unthinkingly assuming a change of meaning of a word reshapes the entire discussion of a



doctrine. This gives us a clue to where late twentieth-century thinking about the doctrine of the
Trinity, and particularly the development of “social trinitarianism,” has gone wrong.This, it should
be said, is not primarily a claim about analogies. I take it that there are no interesting analogies
from creation to the Trinity, particularly not in the sphere of human sociality (on which more later)
— but that is not the point here. My argument here is not that improper analogies were drawn
from human personhood to divine personhood, but that the word “person” was assumed to
mean something (an intellectual substance) that it had not meant in earlier formulations. This is a
claim about the changing meanings of words, which must be treated with great care if we are to
make sense of ancient, or even early modern, documents.8 That said, in this redefinition there
was an assumption that the word “person” meant the same thing when applied to human and
divine realities. Thus, the doctrine of analogy was denied in favor of a claim that words are
univocal, and I do take this to be a problem (again, more on this later).Words change their
meaning over time, and if we want to understand what a writer is saying, we need to know what
the words meant for that individual rather than reading our own meaning into the text. I suggest
that most of (what I regard as) the misunderstandings of the doctrine of the Trinity in recent
decades — and indeed, as the examples above show, in recent centuries — come from a failure
to follow this rather obvious rule. Words like “person” and “relation” in particular have been
redefined from their original, metaphysical meanings to some supposedly radical new
ontological claims in the doctrine of the Trinity — the “social Trinity.”There are novel ontological
claims in the classical development of the doctrine of the Trinity. The most obvious is the claim
that a spiritual substance’s logical relation to itself establishes a distinction that is real, but that
does not prevent the substance being simple. But claims that the doctrine of the Trinity as it was
established in the fourth century establishes a personalist or relational ontology are simply false,
being based entirely on a reading of new meanings into old words.On the de Régnon ThesisA
second methodological myth to be cleared is the so-called de Régnon thesis,9 the proposal that
the Greek-speaking Eastern church (most noticeably the Cappadocian Fathers) and the Latin-
speaking Western church (most notably Augustine) developed visibly different doctrines of the
Trinity. In de Régnon’s own presentation, the Greeks started with three persons and claimed they
were one God, whereas Augustine started with one God and claimed God was tripersonal. For
de Régnon, Augustine’s approach was obviously better. In more recent formulations, the order of
preference is reversed: the Cappadocian Fathers saw their way to this radically new ontology,
the “social Trinity,” in which persons in loving relationship were the basis of all things. It is said
that Augustine, by contrast, missed this innovation completely and so returned to the older
ontological scheme that focused on what a thing was, and which was as inadequate as it was
pagan.Against this, I would first note just how unlikely this seems. Augustine stood in a tradition
of Latin trinitarian theology that had developed in active engagement with the Cappadocian pro-
Nicene tradition, and which included many figures — most notably Ambrose and Jerome — to
whom Augustine stood in close relation at various points in his life. There is no doubt that he
knew the work of Hilary of Poitiers, Optatus, and Pope Damasus. I find virtually inconceivable the



claim that he did not know the work of Ambrosiaster or Gregory of Elvira, along with many
others. At what point, then, in this developing tradition of Latin pro-Nicene theology did the basic
rupture with the Cappadocians occur? And why did no one notice? It seems virtually impossible
to construct a plausible narrative of how the traditions could have suddenly divided — there is no
time for a gradual growing apart.Further, when one looks at the developments of the key
concepts between Augustine and the Cappadocians, they often run in almost exact parallel.
Consider the idea of relation. The idea is introduced by Gregory of Nazianzus in the third
theological oration:“Father,” they say, is a designation either of the substance or the activity; is it
not?They intend to impale us on a dilemma, for if we say that it names the substance we shall
then be agreeing that the Son is of a different substance, there being a single substance and
that one, according to them, preempted by the Father. But if we say that the term designates the
activity, we shall clearly be admitting that the Son is a creation not an offspring. If there is an
active producer, there must be a production and they will declare themselves surprised at the
idea of an identity between Creator and created. I should have felt some awe myself at your
dilemma, had it been necessary to accept one of the alternatives and impossible to avoid them
by stating a third and truer possibility. My expert friends, it is this: “Father” designates neither the
substance nor the activity, but the relationship, the manner of being, which holds good between
the Father and the Son.10Compare this to Augustine, in Book V of De Trinitate.:With God,
nothing is said modification-wise because there is nothing changeable with him. And yet not
everything that is said of him is said substance-wise. Some things are said with reference to
something else, like Father with reference to Son and Son with reference to Father; and this is
not said modification-wise because the one is always Father and the other always Son.…
Therefore, although being Father is different from being Son, there is no difference of substance,
because they are not called these things substance-wise but relationship-wise; and yet this
relationship is not a modification because it is not changeable.11If these two theologians are
using fundamentally different ontologies, it is remarkable that they can argue a technical point in
exactly the same way.I suggest, then, that to think adequately about the doctrine of the Trinity,
we need to be careful about terminology, not letting historically accidental shifts in the meaning
of certain words mislead us, and to resist the temptation to assume a fundamental difference
between Eastern and Western approaches, unless such a difference can be demonstrated from
careful reading of the texts. With these caveats in place, I turn to the origins and development of
the doctrine.The Origins of Trinitarian Doctrine in Reflection on the BibleThe set of conceptual
distinctions and definitions that we refer to as “the doctrine of the Trinity” was largely formally
defined as a result of fourth-century debates, although inevitably those debates built on what
had come earlier. The dispute between Arius and his bishop, Alexander of Alexandria, over the
origin of the Son from the Father — is the begetting of the Son eternal, or in time? — led to the
Council of Nicaea (AD 325). The failure of Nicaea to settle the broader issue of the relationship
of the Son to the Father, and the later debate that involved the status of the Spirit, led finally to
an ecumenical settlement generally reported to be enshrined at the Council of Constantinople



(AD 381).12That said, it would be wrong to suppose that trinitarian thought was a fourth-century
novelty. Instead, I would argue that the worship of the church had been fairly consistently
trinitarian, or “proto-trinitarian,” from the earliest days of Christianity. The fourth-century
developments were theological formulations that were adequate to making sense of how what
was said and assumed in worship could properly be said/assumed. The ecumenical doctrine
established by the Council of Constantinople, then, and developed by Augustine is a successful
attempt to state theologically the things the churches had always tacitly assumed in their
worship.Israel’s Monotheism and Early Church WorshipA proper statement of the doctrine must
begin in Scripture. Again, however, I want to raise something of a protest against the way this
has often been narrated in recent trinitarian theology. The powerful and lasting witness of the
Old Testament to the oneness/uniqueness of Israel’s God needs to be taken with at least as
much seriousness as passages such as the gospel accounts of the baptism of Jesus. The
contemporary fashion for an almost Marcionite assumption that everything the Scriptures have
to say about God’s life is found in the gospel narratives of the Father-Son relation must be
resisted. These passages are important and are to be taken with the utmost seriousness (as is
every Scripture), but they are not the only biblical witness to God’s life.The particular form of
Israel’s monotheism is important: famously, the Shema, the confession of faith from
Deuteronomy 6, admits varying translations: “Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is
one” (NIV) or “Hear, O Israel: The LORD is our God, the LORD alone” (NRSV). We do not need
to decide between these translations — the Hebrew is ambiguous — but the very fact of
ambiguity is significant. Ancient Israel, at least according to its Scriptures, would seem to have
been rather uninterested in counting deities. We certainly do find powerful assertions that the
Lord alone is God, and that the “gods” of the nations are idols, but we also find, sometimes in the
next chapter, language about other gods bowing down to the Lord, which at least implies their
real existence.13If we read the Shema in context, we have to notice that the commitment
demanded in the text appears to be fragile and in need of constant reinforcement. The people of
Israel are instructed to talk constantly about these commands, to write them on the frames of
their doors, and to bind them to their foreheads, in order to never forget the sole lordship of the
God of Abraham. If what is being demanded is a philosophical conception that the number of
deities who exist is an integer between zero and two, then these practices of reminder and
recollection surely seem bizarre: the point may be believed or doubted, but once believed it is
not a fragile or easily lost confession.For reasons like this, it seems appropriate to suggest that
Israel’s “monotheism” is more properly classed as “monolatry.”14 It does not matter much
whether other deities exist; Israel’s worship and loyalty are to be offered to the Lord alone. We
know, as they knew, that such loyalty is far more fragile than a philosophical position; there is a
constant temptation to idolatry, and that temptation is there whether the idol is a real and
powerful being or something we have carved out of a piece of firewood. Israel is to worship,
adore, serve, and seek help from one God alone, the Lord.New Testament WorshipWhen we
come to the New Testament, worship is again — unsurprisingly, given this background in the



Hebrew Scriptures — the crucial concept in identifying the divine. Hebrews 1 does give us a
theological account of the Son’s superiority to the angels, but the decisive point is that the Son is
properly worshiped, whereas angels and apostles are regularly pictured as refusing worship.
The monolatry demanded by Israel’s God is maintained with just as much jealousy, but is also
opened up to permit worship of the Son.Somehow, right at the beginning of the church, the
exclusive loyalty and worship demanded by God alone in the Old Testament was assumed to be
upheld and not violated by worship offered to Jesus.15 For all the diversity we can discover in
early Christian communities — and it is great — on this point they are remarkably united.
Moreover, this commitment to worshiping Jesus is present and fully formed from the beginning,
or at least from as early as we can know. The church knew from its birth, it seems, that offering
worship to Jesus is not incompatible with exclusive loyalty to God. The doctrine of the Trinity is a
set of conceptual distinctions and definitions that offer a theological account of the divine life that
made sense of these primitive practices of worship. At the risk of oversimplifying, the church
always knew how to speak to God. Yet it took four centuries or so to work out how to speak about
God in ways that were compatible with this.Although we know relatively little of pre-Nicene
liturgical practices, it seems clear that there was a consistent pressure in certain doctrinal
directions whenever early Christian writers addressed God’s life, and it seems plausible to
suppose that this pressure came from habits formed by the practice of worship. So, however
much they may have struggled to articulate a doctrine of God adequate to all the points, the pre-
Nicene theologians know, variously, that one God alone is to be worshiped and glorified; that
Jesus is properly named alongside the Father; that there is a fundamental ontological gap
between God and the created order; and so on. While many early attempts at (what we would
now call) trinitarian articulation were judged to have failed to uphold one or another of these
positions, it seems inescapable that there was broad agreement at what was being striven for.To
give one example, when Justin Martyr speaks of the Logos as “another God” (Dial. 56), not only
do others in the tradition react with some horror at the term, but he himself immediately tries to
qualify it to remove the offense. His articulation, however, is inadequate to the set of constraints
within which he is trying to speak, and he is aware of that problem. So, here is the first point from
the biblical texts: the doctrine of the Trinity is an attempt to speak about the relationship of
Father, Son, and Spirit that makes sense of the church’s worship, and that is responsible to the
radical call to monolatry in the Old Testament.For a second biblical point, we might look at the
nature of the crucial debates around the councils of Nicaea and Constantinople. The definition of
“the doctrine of the Trinity” in the fourth century can be viewed as an acceleration and
intensification of the ongoing attempt to find a way of speaking that was adequate to the felt
constraints I have been describing. It was also, increasingly, an attempt to find ways of speaking
that were adequate to the text of Scripture. Beginning with Arius’s criticisms of Alexander’s
preaching, a more-or-less continuous debate over what language was most adequate to speak
of God’s life developed, to which Constantinople brought some sort of end. Any reader of the
primary texts will spot quickly a point that can easily be missed by readers of currently popular



secondary texts: these debates were almost entirely exegetical. The Fathers formed the doctrine
of the Trinity by debating the interpretations of texts. One of the reasons it is so hard for us to
understand some of the patristic writings (e.g., Augustine’s De Trinitate) is that much of the first
half of that book is a series of interventions in long-running exegetical debates with which we are
not familiar.The Nature of the Doctrine of the TrinityThe crucial terms used in the orthodox
formulations of the doctrine are not biblical terms, and the nature of the fourth-century exegetical
debates bears examination. To state this briefly, each side had its set of proof texts, which
seemed to support its view. After that, the major developments in debate tended to come as
someone stepped back from the texts a little and offered a piece of theological conceptuality
that allowed some texts to be read differently.This is largely what happened with Augustine in De
Trinitate. To take an easy example, the pro-Nicene theologians quickly developed what we might
call a “two-state hermeneutic.” Their description tended to draw on the language of Philippians 2
to insist that some texts spoke of the Son in the form of God, while others spoke of him in the
form of a servant. This allowed the most obviously apparent subordinationist texts to be read
without compromising the equality of Father and Son. Jesus indeed said, “The Father is greater
than I,” but he said this “in the form of a servant.”A Conceptual Framework, Not an OntologyWhat
we call “the doctrine of the Trinity” is, I suggest, a formal set of conceptualities developed like
this: a set of conceptualities that finally allowed (or at least was believed to allow) every text to be
read adequately. As such, it is not a “biblical doctrine” in the sense of being the result of
exegesis; rather, it is a set of things that need to be believed if we are to be able to do exegesis
adequately as we hold to the truth of every text of Scripture. The doctrine of the Trinity is a
conceptual framework that allows us to read every biblical text (concerning God’s life) with due
seriousness, but without discovering contradictions between them.Understood like this, it is
clear that the doctrine of the Trinity is not primarily an ontology, nor does it depend on a
particular ontology (although it does require certain ontological propositions, largely connected
with divine simplicity, to be somehow defensible). Indeed, while one key ontological proposition
— the idea that there are no gradations of being — was of some importance in the development
of the doctrine, classical trinitarianism consistently refused to answer the ontological question
concerning the divine. In a standard slogan, we can know “that God is, but not what God is.” As
we will see, this ontological modesty and the related denial of gradations of being were actually
central in the development of the fourth-century doctrine.In the fourth-century arguments, one
area of debate concerned the then-standard idea of a “ladder of being,” with God at the top and
(usually) unformed matter at the bottom. Things higher up the ladder are more real than things
lower down the ladder; ontology is a continuous variable. This view of ontology allowed the idea
that the Son was divine, but a little less divine than the Father, to be held, and so allowed a
variety of intellectually sophisticated anti-Nicene theologies to be developed. In response, Basil
of Caesarea, in particular, articulated a different ontological assumption: there are two ways of
being, divine and created. This is particularly clear when he offered the challenge concerning
the being of the Holy Spirit that “either He is a creature, and therefore a slave, or else He is



above creation, and shares the Kingship.”16 There is, as Basil insists, no middle rank.This is,
however, a modest claim concerning ontology: there is no suggestion here that the divine
essence is knowable,17 and so there is no claim to have a developed account of divine ontology.
All that is being claimed is that divine existence is somehow different from created existence,
and that the only ways to exist are to be divine or to be created. Eunomius tried to define divine
essence (as “unbegotten”) and to argue from his definition; Basil’s response was to refuse the
possibility of defining what God is, suggesting instead that the divine essence is ineffable and so
in principle resistant to human definition. Words like “uncreated,” “omnipotent,” or “eternal” (or
indeed “love”) are partial and inadequate gestures toward the reality of the divine life, each of
which points toward something real, but in a partial and inexact way. This is materially the same
doctrine as Thomas Aquinas developed in his famous account of analogy in the Summa.18At
the heart of this ontological modesty is the recognition that our thought about God is inevitably
limited in precisely this way: God’s essence is simple, incomposite; our thought and speech
about it are complex, multiple, discursive, and so inexact. One implication of this is that we
cannot reason analytically about divine reality, or at least not with any confidence. Our terms
have no sure referent but are instead in some degree metaphorical. They cannot bear the weight
of precision needed for analytic reasoning.The one ontological claim I find in the fourth century
that appears to be novel (it may in fact be borrowed from middle platonic philosophy, but I do not
know of the source if it is) concerns the introduction of the word “relation.” Given the importance
this word has come to bear in recent debates over “social trinitarianism,” its origin is worth
analyzing. The crucial argument is found in the two lengthy quotations from Gregory of
Nazianzus and Augustine given earlier in this essay,19 where both writers introduce the idea of
“relation” to evade an apparent logical difficulty. They are alike faced with the question of the
status of the hypostatic distinctions: what is “Fatherhood” or “Sonship”?The force of the question
is as follows: in a broadly Aristotelian ontology, there are two general categories of qualities:
substantial, relating to what a thing necessarily is; and accidental, relating to qualities it
possesses, which nonetheless could be different or absent.20 If “Father” and “Son” are
substantial terms, then Father and Son are different in substance, and so they are not one God
— we are back with the unacceptable “another God” language of the apologists. If they are
accidental terms, then divine simplicity is compromised, since there are qualities attached to
God’s being that could be removed or changed without changing that being — and God could
be other than Trinity.Relational DistinctionsGregory and Augustine both refuse the dichotomy by
proposing a third term, “relation.”21 Fatherhood and Sonship are relational terms, and so are
neither substantial nor accidental. The claim here runs as follows: Father and Son are two
existences of the same simple essence, distinguished by the relationship of begetting, and by
that relationship only; that relational distinction is their difference from each other — the Father is
not the Son — but it does not compromise the simplicity of the divine essence. Similar
arguments are then made about the Father and the Spirit and the Son and the Spirit.This
argument is the heart of Cappadocian trinitarianism, so let me say several things about it. First, it



is at least not obvious that the argument fails. Given the hesitancy with which we need to frame
all claims about God, the proposal that there is a way of speaking of a real distinction that does
not cause division such that simplicity is compromised is not demonstrably illogical. Indeed, in
his Tractates Boethius tries to do the necessary logical work to establish it, precisely in relation
to the Trinity, and John Duns Scotus’s famous “distinctio formalis a parte rei” (usually rendered
“formal distinction” in English) is an attempt to invent a similar idea in a very different
context.22Second, we can sit a little more lightly to the point than Gregory or Augustine — or
indeed Boethius or Thomas — could. The substance/accident distinction is no longer a part of
our assumed metaphysics and so does not have the power over our thought that it did over
theirs. The broader points are enshrined: that God is what God is necessarily, and could not be
different; that God is uncompounded, uncreated, and that there is no division in the perfect
divine life; that being triune is essential to God being God. All these points we need to hold on to
with just as much energy as the Fathers and the Schoolmen did. But we have less need than
they did to be committed to logical claims about substance and accident. If we consider that
Michael Rea’s theory of relative identity (for example) works better,23 we can cheerfully adopt
that instead.Third, and moving to more polemical points, the only properties that are properly
ascribed to the persons rather than the essence are the relational names: the Father and the
Son are identical in all respects except the relationship of begetting. If we speak of God’s will, or
God’s power, or God’s mind, or God’s love, we speak of the simple divine essence.24 The
proposal in modern social trinitarianism to speak of three centers of consciousness — three “I’s”
in the Trinity — is excluded by this shared patristic doctrine.Fourth, the common contemporary
claim that the divine relationships are the divine essence, or similar, is not excluded here, but it
is not demanded either. In the formal patristic logic, it is a claim to which it is difficult to give any
sense or content.This is because, fifth, the concept “relation” here is primarily logical, not
personal. We are, crudely, talking about metaphysics, not about sociology, human or divine. A
“relation” is a mode of distinction in a simple essence that establishes the simple unity of two
distinct but not different subsistences of that essence. To parse this in terms of “love,” “gift,”
“otherness,” “alterity,” or any of the other popular contemporary words is inappropriate; to draw
an analogy from this logical distinction to ways of ordering human society or the church is
impossible. It happens that English uses the same word for a logical relation and for a personal
relationship, but that is not adequate reason to imagine the Trinity to be any sort of model for
human community.The History of Trinitarian DoctrineI have argued elsewhere that the doctrine
of the Trinity, once developed, was taught remarkably consistently by all mainstream theologians
from the close of the fourth century to the dawn of the eighteenth. The one possible exception to
this is the filioque debate (dealt with below). My preferred historical sources for the doctrine,
then, are based on style and clarity of expression, not on difference of doctrine — I simply do not
see any substantial difference in doctrine between, say, Gregory of Nazianzus, Augustine,
Boethius, John of Damascus, Thomas Aquinas, and John Calvin. For me, Thomas Aquinas
reigns supreme as the most careful and exact expositor of the classical doctrine. That said, no



doubt others will prefer a more discursive exposition, and that is a matter of no importance,
turning only on preferences for rhetorical styles.At the heart of this shared doctrine is a
commitment to divine simplicity. From the close of the fourth century to the dawn of the
nineteenth century, there is a universal assumption that the doctrine of divine simplicity and the
doctrine of the Trinity are closely related, almost mutually entailed. When anti-trinitarianism
becomes popular in the seventeenth century, the anti-trinitarians universally, as far as I have
been able to discover, deny divine simplicity and assume that in so doing they have dispensed
with the doctrine of the Trinity.Simplicity is a property of the divine essence. A standard piece of
logic in the Greek philosophical tradition, accepted without demur by the Fathers, claims that
anything composite must have been composed by an agent; therefore, the claim that God is
incomposite is to insist that God was not made by any more basic agent. Then if God is
incomposite, God is necessarily simple — the two words are not quite synonyms, but they are
certainly mutually entailed. There is no complexity in the divine nature; God is not separable into
this bit and that bit.This matter is coupled with the classical concern to avoid putting God into
any class. The logic is once again easily described: if God is one example of a class of things —
say, one merciful thing among many other merciful things — then the class as a whole is larger
than God, and so something is greater than God. Similarly, the Christian solution to the
Euthyphro dilemma is the doctrine of simplicity. The dilemma, in Christian theological terms,
runs as follows. Is God good because we define good to mean what God is (which evacuates
the term of any transcendental moral content)? Or is God good because God conforms to some
external standard of goodness (which asserts the existence of something greater than God)? By
identifying God’s goodness with God’s essence — divine simplicity — we are able to claim that
God’s own life is the transcendental standard of goodness, avoiding both unacceptable
consequences.I am conscious that contemporary analytic theology and philosophy of religion
have developed a variety of different accounts of divine simplicity. In line with the ontological
modesty that I have suggested is central to the development of classical trinitarianism, I want to
deliberately sit fairly lightly to this work while acknowledging both the intellectual brilliance often
on display and the potential apologetic helpfulness of some of the discussion in illustrating how
claimed inconsistency in the doctrine may be refuted. It is not only not necessary on the account
I am developing to choose between the different available versions of simplicity; it may even be
improper, inasmuch as it may be a violation of the fundamental claim of divine ineffability.
Historically, analytic precision about God’s triune being was a feature of Eunomius’s writing and
was refused as theologically improper by the Cappadocians.That said, simplicity is not primarily
a claim about Father, Son, and Spirit but a claim about God’s life. In classical doctrinal terms, we
are here concerned with the doctrine of the divine attributes/perfections. Human narration of the
divine life is inevitably partial and multiple: we say God is loving, just, merciful, omnipotent, and
so on; but such descriptions are ours; they do not relate to any divisions in God’s life. God is in
no way composite, and so the divine mercy is strictly identical with the divine justice. That we
cannot narrate how this makes sense is a limitation of our language, not a problem for God’s



existence.Because our language is limited here, when we say “God is good,” we are not claiming
a strict logical identity. The reason for this is obvious and worked out with more patience than it
deserves by, say, Thomas Aquinas, although this has not stopped various modern writers
making the basic error. If such claims were strict logical identity claims, then saying “God is
good” and “God is eternal” leads easily to the conclusion that “goodness is eternity,” which
seems nonsense. So we have to assert that our language about the divine nature is sufficiently
loose (Thomas used the term “analogical”) that it does not require or even permit such identity
relations.As I have noted, this point was at the heart of the fourth-century doctrinal development.
Eunomius had advanced an argument that ran something like this: to be God is necessarily to
be unoriginated. The Father is unoriginate, but the Son has his origin in the Father. Therefore the
Father is truly God, whereas the Son is not. Eunomius combined this with a distinctively platonic
theory of language in which words corresponded to things in a one-to-one mapping.
“Unoriginateness” was the proper name, the true definition, of the divine essence.The
Cappadocian achievement, properly read, is nothing to do with redefining ontology in personal
terms. Rather, it is the development of a theory of language that allows this problem concerning
the divine names to be solved. The negative point was easy: as Gregory of Nyssa pointed out,
Eunomius said the divine nature was simple as well as unoriginated. On his own doctrine, either
there are two divine natures, or his theory of language must be wrong.What of the positive,
however? Basil argued that our words only inexactly refer to the divine; our language about God
is an example of an epinoia — a Greek word meaning something like “mental construction.”
Eunomius mocked this, suggesting that Basil was saying his theology was mere imagination, a
point Eunomius was prepared gladly to concede! Basil’s point was in fact subtle and curiously
modern: there is, necessarily, a gap between what we can say about a thing and what it is in se.
In the case of the ineffable divine nature, this gap is yawning; our language has only weak
purchase. In particular, we can only speak of the divine nature by piling up multiple inexact
terms: God is simple, ineffable, eternal, unoriginate, and so on. But if the divine nature is simple
— something all agreed on — then it is not, in principle, divisible into these various different
attributes. Eunomius’s strict logical formulations are inadequate because they presume too
much about the ability of our language to refer to God.
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Derek King, “Great, especially for the price!. This is a great collection of authors, and a steal for
the price ($3.99 at the moment). Particularly, I liked the McCall and Holmes entries. McCall in
particular is a remarkably clear thinker and writer, and does a great job putting his finger on the
key issues. Really helpful introduction to getting one's head around an enormously big topic.”

Juan R. Gerena Ortiz, “Excellent Theological Book about the Doctrine of the Trinity.. Excellent
Theological Book about the Doctrine of the Trinity.”

FHH, “Many of the "three view" and "four view" and "five views" books provide a good overview
of their topics. It's actually 4 views rather than two--despite the editor's attempt to show that it all
comes down to two. Many of the "three view" and "four view" and "five views" books provide a
good overview of their topics, but this one doesn't. But some of the essays are still worthwhile,
especially those by Paul Fiddes and Stephen Holmes--neither of whose views I entirely share.”

Jimmy R. Reagan, “Different!. Here’s a volume in the Zondervan’s popular Counterpoints series.
Because a proponent of each view presented debates others of varying viewpoints, these
volumes can be particularly effective. A single author often has trouble fairly presenting
opposing views, but here every chapter is presented by someone who strongly believes in the
position described. Knowing that others will debate every point keeps each contributor on his or
her toes.This book describes two views on the doctrine of the Trinity: classical Trinity and
relational Trinity. Each of those viewpoints is divided yet again by two contributors who hold
slightly different perspectives within the model. The only thing that strikes me as odd about this
volume as compared to others of its type that I have seen is that the four contributors, Stephen
R. Holmes, Paul D. Molnar, Thomas H. McCall, and Paul S. Fiddes, are not that far apart in what
they believe. If you have not been deeply immersed in Trinitarian debate, the differences in these
four contributors may almost seem like splitting hairs. Fortunately, there’s a lot to learn by
working through their interactions.The style is the same as the others in the series. First, a
contributor presents his perspective, the other three contributors offer responses, and the
original contributor gives a final rejoinder. It’s a quite fair method as every contributor gets to give
the last word on his own perspective. The general editor, Jason S. Sexton, also gives a 10-page
conclusion reflecting on what was presented. For the most part, this is just a nice summary.
Additionally, there’s a glossary which can be quite helpful as this subject has a lot of specialized
vocabulary.Usually when I peruse one of these volumes I find myself gravitating most closely to
one of the presenters, but in this case, I agreed with great portions of all four of them. That’s not
to say that they don’t disagree on a few points, but they are an essential agreement about the
importance and main facts of the Trinity.Though it’s a little different than what I expected, I still
found it to be an overall nice resource well worth consulting if you are tackling the doctrine of the
Trinity.I received this book free from the publisher. I was not required to write a positive review.



The opinions I have expressed are my own. I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal
Trade Commission’s 16 CFR, Part 255.”

Travis Jamieson, “very helpful read!!. I highly recommend this book to anyone who desires to be
introduced to different views on the doctrine of the Trinity or anyone who needs a refresher. This
book gives a helpful definition section that will help even the beginner to understand the
language and vocabulary used.”

Gerard Kelly, “Very much appreciated this as an introduction to current conversations .... Very
much appreciated this as an introduction to current conversations around the trinity. I learned
from all four contributors - my only criticism being that the 'debate' between classic and
relational was, in the case of these four, somewhat forced.”

tomlin, “Five Stars. Hello”

The book by Stephen R. Holmes has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 30 people have provided feedback.
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